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In September 2000, at the Millennial Summit in New York city, 192 Member States of the
United Nations Assembly unanimously adopted the UN Millennial Declaration (United Nations, 2008).
This declaration embraced six fundamental values: freedom, equality, solidarity, tolerance, respect for
nature, and shared responsibility. In order to translate these values into concrete actions, the UN chose to
strive for five key objectives: peace, security and disarmament; development and poverty eradication;
protecting the common environment; human rights, democracy and good governance; and, protecting the
vulnerable. The UN especially focused on meeting the special needs of Africa so the latter can be
brought into the mainstream of the world economy.
All 192 countries committed themselves to a work agenda that involves meeting eight goals
involving 21 targets, assessed with a set of 60 measurable indicators, within set time lines and allocated
funds. Each year, an annual report is prepared that assesses the progress made by Member States in
fulfilling the pledges they have made (Pira, 2008). The target date for reaching all of these goals is 2015
(three years from now).
Figure 1 sets out the eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Details about the 21 targets
are available at the United Nations MDG website, http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/bkgd.shtml and at
the Millennial Project website, commissioned by the UN General Assembly,
http://www.unmillenniumproject.org/goals/gti.htm. A special website has been established to track
progress along the 60 indicators, see http://www.mdgmonitor.org/. The annual reports are available at
http://mdgs.un.org, especially at
http://mdgs.un.org/unsd/mdg/Host.aspx?Content=Products/ProgressReports.htm
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Figure 1

The basic MDG targets are as follows (United Nations, 2006):
•
half the proportion of people who are hungry;
•
half the proportion of people living on less than $1.00 per day (poverty);
•
all children be able to complete primary school education;
•
eliminate gender disparity (change ratio of boys and girls in school);
•
reduce child mortality rates by 63%;
•
reduce mother’s morality rates by 75%;
•
halt and then reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases;
•
half the proportion of people who do not have drinking water and sanitation;
•
integrate principles of sustainable development into everything!; and,
•
focus on the development needs of Majority World1 countries (called developing countries in the
MDGs), especially in regards to trade and governance systems, finances, debt, youth
employment, access to drugs and to technologies.
The clock is ticking regarding these time-bound targets. Only three years are left on the agreed-to
time frame, and most nations will not meet all of their targets on some or all of the goals. Especially at
risk are hunger reduction, primary education, family planning (which affects child and mother mortality),
access to treatment for HIV/AIDS, sanitation, and environmental sustainability (Jensen, 2011).
The Role of IFHE and Home Economics
Although the United Nations has a key role to play in addressing these challenges faced by
humanity, and in tracking global progress, it is the 192 national governments that have the responsibility
to achieve the MDG targets (Pira, 2008). Home economists can be powerful leaders and catalysts to
ensure governments’ ongoing commitments to achieving the MDGs. The century-old International
Federation for Home Economics (IFHE) has great potential to be a global leader vis-à-vis the MDGs. It is
a UN International Non-Governmental Organization (INGO) of longstanding. It gained consultative
status with the FAO in 1952, just four years after the UN was formed, in 1949. It also now holds
consultative status with ECOSOC, UNESCO, UNICEF and with the Council of Europe. It represents the
voice of individuals and families in UN policy and programme decisions, and it represents home
economics’ interests at the international level (Arcus, 2008). IFHE collaborates with allied organizations
and groups in serving the needs of individuals and families as they strive to ensure well-being, increase
their standard of living and improve their quality of life (IFHE, 2011).
IFHE strongly supports the UN MDGs. “On all levels of society Home Economics knowledge
and its expertise are relevant and needed to effectively reach the UN MDGs (p. iii)... Home Economics
knowledge is significant and valuable in all [eight] fields of action” (p. v). “Home Economics is
1

“The majority world (sometimes capitalized as Majority World) is a term used in preference to the largely
inaccurate, out-of-date and/or non-descriptive terms developing countries, third world and the "South". In the
early nineties, Bangladeshi photographer Shahidul Alam began advocating for a new expression “majority
world” to represent what has formerly been known as the Third World.” The term highlights the fact that
these countries are indeed the majority of humankind. It also brings to sharp attention the anomaly that the
Group of 8 countries, whose decisions affect majority of the world's peoples, represent a tiny fraction of
humankind. Majority world defines the community in terms of what it is, rather than what it lacks” (Source:
http://www.appropedia.org/Majority_world)
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predestined and possesses the potential to support the MDG 8” (IFHE, 2011 p. 30). IFHE believes home
economics can contribute to the MDG in each of (a) research and socializing new members of the
profession (in the academy), (b) the arena of everyday life, (c) curricula and (d) policy arenas (local,
national, international (bridging clearly defined borders) and transnational (almost borderless)). It can do
this work through professional development, research and knowledge generation and exchanges,
partnerships and projects, and education.
Grounded in this deep commitment, the IFHE produced eight position papers in 2011, one for
each of the MDGs. The IFHE tendered rich discussions of the role home economists can play in meeting
each of the goals. Each position paper contained a section pertaining to what home economists could
contribute and how the IFHE could scaffold their efforts. An analysis of these sections is revealing.
IFHE urges home economists to engage in deep-level policy work. Amongst the most compelling
innovations to practice, IFHE believes that home economists must:
•
continually remind policy makers that families’ basic needs must be met because families are the
very foundation, the cornerstone, of society; they are the most important democratic social
institution in the world (the glue that holds humanity together). Without strong families, the
MDGs cannot be met or sustained, and families cannot be sustained unless the MDGs are met.
•
always be aware of the local challenges faced by individuals and families while being aware of
regional and national policies and commitments that might affect how one addresses these local
challenges.
•
view MDGs as complex phenomena rather than isolated events; the challenges of everyday life
are not one-dimensional; they are integrated and interwoven (we cannot solve one MDG by
ignoring the others because all MDGs impact quality of life; the solution of one MDG involves
solving the others).
•
help people recognize the potential of home economics to help meet the MDGs. We have the
ability to recognize MDG-related problems in the household and to bring the voices of everyday
life to the policy level.
•
work on issues of governance as well as government. Government refers to the body making
policy and governance refers to the processes this body uses to make policy decisions. We must
inform these processes from a family perspective.
•
support gender equality while continuing to respect cultural and familial traditions. A critical
balance must be obtained between ensuring cultural understandings of what constitutes a family
and liberating and empowering all family members, especially girls and women.
•
reiterate the profound contributions that the economy of care brings to meeting the MDGs.
Unpaid reproductive work, usually done by women provides the very foundation for achieving
the MDG goals, but tends to be undervalued by most governments because it is not paid work
(e.g., household maintenance, birthing and raising children, elder care, other family life duties,
and volunteer work).
•
promote the family, home and household - the private sphere - as a major player for achieving the
MDGs, balanced against the public sector (government and industry). Home economists must
strive to help family members lead and manage their household and home, within which people
live out their daily lives.
•
promote skills for everyday life as paramount to meeting the MDGs, and lobby for home
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economics in curricula at all levels (primary, secondary, tertiary and adult/lifelong learning).
•
strive to educate and serve individuals and families in ways that ensure they gain self-confidence
and the ability and inclination to speak and act for themselves; that is, find their inner power and
become empowered.
•
strive to ensure that family members (men, women, children and elders) learn to see themselves
as self-determined and secure (free will, ability to determine one’s own actions without
coercion).
•
advocate to others that the family is a social community in its own right, in which every part is
important for the functioning of the whole system (the family, community and society); the
human condition is what it is because everything is connected to everything else.
•
remind policy makers that home economics is about both (a) achieving optimal living and quality
of life for families while (b) ensuring sustainability for humanity. Home economics helps people
optimize their resource management in sustainable ways.
New Intellectual Approaches for Home Economics and the MDGs
The IFHE has created a powerful platform from which to achieve the eight MDGs. It is calling
for a combination of leading edge ideas that will enable home economics to make its voice heard in the
policy arena. Home economists must consistently message that (see Figure 2):

the family is the core social institution;

MDGs are complex,
interconnected phenomena;

it is paramount that everyday life
be valued;

a family perspective must be
inherent in the governance
process;

policy makers must focus on the
economy of care and the private
sphere;

steps must be taken to ensure selfdirected, empowered individuals
and families;

families need to be supported in
their efforts to create sustainable,
optimal quality of living and wellbeing; and,

work on the MDGs must respect a
focus on the home for the good of
humanity.

Figure 2 IFHE’s Approach to Achieving Eight MDGs

In addition to the profession’s long standing approaches to practice grounded in
interdisciplinarity, practical perennial problem solving, moral value reasoning, systems of actions and
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human ecosystems (McGregor, Pendergast, Seniuk, Eghan & Engberg, 2008), I propose three additional
intellectual approaches to help home economists engage with governments as they strive to achieve the
MDGs: complexity thinking, integral thinking, and transdisciplinarity (see McGregor, in press a).
Complexity Thinking
Complexity thinking and complexity economics are very promising approaches to achieving the
MDGs. Complexity thinking provides a powerful framework from which to prepare people to deal with
complex, emergent, wicked problems in the world. The term wicked is used to describe global problems
such as poverty, health pandemics, water and energy, and climate change (all aspects of the MDGs).
Complexity theory proposes that, in a complex system, the agents constantly act and react to what other
agents are doing. The overall behaviour of the complex adaptive system is the result of a huge number of
decisions made every moment by many individual agents, acting on local information.
From this perspective, any system (including family systems) follows the same laws as all
complex, dynamic systems. It assumes that people can self-organize (reorganize and regroup) and change
their approach to achieving well-being and quality of life. Complexity theory introduces a new set of
assumptions that can underpin home economics initiatives: complexity, change and evolution, adaptation,
emergence, nonequilibrium, chaos and tensions,
patterns and networks, and holistic, synergistic
interconnections and relations between
individual and aggregate agents. Especially, a
self-organizing family system increases in
complexity without being guided or managed
from an outside source. It becomes selfdetermining and empowered (McGregor, 2010).
Integral Thinking
To achieve the MDG goals, home
economists need an approach that respects
consciousness and many perspectives. An
integral approach fits the bill. A main assumption
of integral thinking is that as soon as people
begin looking through the integral lens,
everything has the potential to come into focus.
Once that lens turns and clicks, people gain
clarity and are able to make better decisions for
the future. This improved decision making
happens because an integral vision assumes
Figure 3 Ken Wilber’s Four Quadrant Approach to
people will try to touch all bases, try to respect
Integral Thinking
and learn from many perspectives as they
problem solve life’s dilemmas.
These key perspectives stem from the inner self, the physical self, the community, and the
collection of world systems; respectively, I, It, We and Its. Ken Wilber (2007) refers to these as the four
quadrants that comprise a whole or integral approach to life (see Figure 3). From an integral stance, the
goal of home economists would be to help people problem solve in such a way that mind (I), matter (It),
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meaning (We) and the web of life (Its) are all taken into account, or at least be aware that while acting in
one quadrant, the other three realities exist. The intent is to teach people to be as comprehensive,
inclusive, and caring as possible, striving for deep clarity of their situation and the wider context. Rather
than excluding points of view (any of I, It, We and Its), people would strive to adopt all views that are
useful for dealing with their current dilemma and do so by looking for things they would otherwise
ignore; they would employ an integral approach informed by all levels of human consciousness
(McGregor, 2011).
Transdisciplinarity
A third exciting approach that home economists can consider when achieving the MDGs is
transdisciplinarity. Many will be familiar with interdisciplinarity (between disciplines). Trans means to
crisscross, zigzag and/or go beyond borders, especially transcending the borders between academic
disciplines and civil society. Home economics practice predicted on transdisciplinarity would teach
people to be concerned with the common good, the human condition, environmental integrity and the
wicked problems inherent in the MDGs. They would bring to their practice very different notions of what
constitutes knowledge, reality and logic (see Figure 4) (McGregor, in press b).

Figure 4 Transdisciplinary Knowledge, Reality and Logic
Instead of focusing on facts and static information, transdisciplinarity would help home
economists envision the knowledge that is required to address the eight MDGs as emergent and complex,
focused on moral obligations and on shared, joint responsibly for the world and each other. Rather than
just facts and information, people would be taught to value relationships and to look for patterns of like
minded or divergent thinking, which can challenge the dominant, individualistic paradigm shaping the
world right now. In this context, everything is in-formation, changing due to the synergy (energy) created
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when people jointly problem solve or ponder the nuances and complexities of what it means to be a
socially responsible citizen in the 21st century. The complex knowledge that is created is alive, forever
changing, never static.
Within this dynamic knowledge creation process, notions of what counts as reality would expand
from just the one sphere to include many others spheres of reality: economic, political, historical, social,
ecological, spiritual, cultural and aesthetic. Home economists would assume that solutions to the wicked
problems faced by humanity and reflected in the MDGs are best solved by a meeting of the minds at the
borders between these many spheres of reality. New notions of order and chaos would be taught. Instead
of understanding chaos as disorder, home economists would teach people that chaos is order emerging. In
the midst of the tensions inherent in dealing with complex MDG issues along many levels of reality,
order and new insights are always emerging. A new respect would be gained for fluctuations,
uncertainties and disturbances, appreciating that novel solutions to modern day dilemmas will emerge
from the chaos.
Finally, the logic that informs this chaotic problem solving is called inclusive logic, different
from the old science logic of exclusion. The latter assumes that the space between things is flat, static,
empty and dead. From this stance, home economists can readily assume there is no link between people’s
behaviour to protect their self interest and the impact of these behaviours on invisible others. The logic of
inclusion assumes the opposite, that the space between things is alive, in flux and deeply dynamic. It is
within this space that dynamic change and evolution occur. People would be taught to be inclusive during
their decisions to enhance their well-being and quality of life, ever mindful of others, the larger human
condition, and planetary integrity. Their notion of what is true holds until they encounter views of truth
informed by other realities and perspectives. As people worked together to achieve the MDGs, a
community of global citizens would be created, which is part of something bigger than themselves.
Conclusion
Knowledge as an open, emergent, complex structure; realties comprising a range of spheres and
truth perspectives; inclusive logic for problem solving: these are all trademarks of a transdisciplinary
approach to home economics practice. Coupling transdisciplinarity with complexity and integral thinking
gives home economists a profoundly rich repertoire of vanguard practice orientations, which they can use
when working with governments striving to achieve the MDGs. Home economists would be unique in
their complexity, transdisciplinary and integral approach to achieving the MDGs from a family
perspective. We could become the go-to profession for insights into how governments’ can honor their
MDG commitments, now and beyond 2015.
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